SPACE 360

Technical presentation

UNCOPUOS, 7-15 June 2017
Space360:

- Experience space;
- Explore the ISS with a cosmonaut;
- See the Earth from orbit;

_A theatre, where you get to be at the center stage of the performance._

All you need is a pair of VR glasses.
First-ever 4K panoramic view of Earth from aboard ISS
Promoting Quality Education, Innovation, Climate Action and Global Partnership in space
• 9 episodes,
• available in 6 languages: English, Russian, Arabic, French, Spanish + German
• 22 million views and counting
Other RT360 projects:

• **News:**
  - Palmyra in 360: Scars left behind by ISIS
  - Shattered by war: 360° footage from devastated Mosul hospital abandoned by ISIS
  - Tear gas, clashes in 360: Anti-Le Pen protest in Nantes in dramatic panorama footage

• **Entertainment:**
  - Free fall in 360: Join parachuting World Champion in training
  - 360 aerial video: Russian plane helps battle worst wildfires in Chile
  - Fighter Jet Acrobatics 360: Flying aboard MiG-29 over Moscow at a Victory Day Parade rehearsal

• **Cultural:**
  - Victory Day Parade 360: Military equipment rolls through the Red Square
  - 360 video: Unique Bolshoi Theatre VR tour
Experience Space

Experience 360
Thank you for your attention!

http://rt.com
http://space360.rt.com
https://www.youtube.com/user/RussiaToday
https://www.facebook.com/RTnews/
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